Polk Street Traffic Signal Upgrade Project Updates

**07.07.17:** Crews have begun switching over and turning on signals at various locations along the project limits on Polk, including at Union and Jackson. Upcoming switch over locations on Polk include: Post, Broadway, Sacramento, Pacific and Clay. Work on Polk at Washington and California is still pending. Once work is complete, crews will remove existing signal equipment and perform final repair of impacted sidewalk along the project limits.

**06.08.17:** Crews are preparing to begin switch over work at Broadway, Jackson and Sacramento streets on Polk. Full completion of work is anticipated to be completed by late June August 2017.

**05.22.17:** Crews have completed the majority of underground work and are continuing to wrap up foundation, pole standing, controller cabinet installation and wire work. Crews will work to activate new signals and restore the street and sidewalks once switch–over work has been completed.

**04.24.17:** Crews are continuing foundation, pole standing, controller cabinet installation and wire work on Polk at Union, Broadway, Pacific, Jackson, Washington, Clay and Sacramento. Crews will continue PG&E service work on Polk at Jackson and Broadway. Foundation work will also be performed at Post and California.

**03.24.17:** Crews continue to perform foundation work on Polk at Jackson, Washington, Clay, Sacramento and California streets. Crews will begin pole standing work at all locations through April 13, 2017.

**03.10.17:** Crews continue to work on Polk at Broadway, Pacific, Jackson and Washington streets, and have begun pouring pole and controller foundations. Crews will begin working at Clay, Sacramento and California streets to begin digging pole foundations. Pole and controller foundations are expected to be poured in late March.

**02.10.2017:** Work has temporarily been delayed due to inclement weather. Crews are still working on foundation and conduit work at Union, Broadway and Pacific streets. We hope to resume work as quickly as possible once the weather clears.

**01.05.2017:** Construction Notice – Foundation and conduit work will begin starting at the intersections of Polk Street and Union, Broadway and Pacific streets. Work is anticipated to take approximately three weeks at each intersection. Once work is complete, crews will move south towards Post Street.